E means efficiency
Electro-mobility wins the battle for the future
Electronic vehicles are already driving on
our streets – though in limited numbers.
There are still certain technological
challenges to master and to create the
appropriate framework before environ
mentally-friendly, highly efficient
e-vehicles will be available for everyone.
Pure electric vehicles are the broadest example of
e-mobility. Their motor is based exclusively on batterypowered electric motors. They are driving without
generating emissions, are being noiseless, and are
offering the same spaciousness as regular cars. Apart
from their usefulness, e-vehicles are also offering driving
pleasure. The continuously growing number of models
varies from compact to sports cars. And there are more
encouraging prospects: electric motors and their
respective power electric components are almost

Mitsubishi Electric: On the cutting edge of
electro-mobility
Although Mitsubishi Electric does not produce cars,
the company is strongly connected with the technology
of electro and hybrid technology. In the last 20 years
more than 10 million electro vehicles are equipped with
Mitsubishi Electric power semiconductors in the drive
train in 1997, Mitsubishi Electric started the volume
production of power semiconductors for electro and
hybrid vehicles. In total, the company has more than
60 years experience with semiconductor technology.

Electrifying Views
„Mitsubishi Electric offers
innovative mobility
solutions from the latest
train technology to
pioneering vehicle
concepts with a focus on
safety, reliability, comfort
and sustainability.

The company has been partnering with the European
automotive industry and its suppliers to meet these
challenges since 2011. The power semiconductors are
at the core of the e-motor management and a central
element for a high efficiency and reliability – the electric
energy for the motor is running through them. It is of
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We would like to actively
shape the further change
in the automotive and
mobility world - in
accordance with our corpo
rate statement ‘Changes for
the better‘.“

In 2030, e-mobility will be a normal sight on the
streets - one reason is the definite benefit of this
vehicle concept, even beyond the reduction on CO2.
The comparably young technology will be
functioning properly throughout the long e-vehicle’s
life. Based on Mitsubishi Electric’s extensive experi
ence with regard to high-performance semiconduc
tors and the use of them in more than 10 million
vehicles, the conclusion is the only possible one: this
technology is extremely reliable. Moreover, its roots
are in different areas of application such as rail
technology. This is an area, in which the company’s
products have been used for decades.

Our goal: By 2030 more than 6 million electric vehicles will be driven in Germany

maintenance-free and highly efficient. The energy costs
per kilometer driven are currently only approx. one
third of the cost of a traditional combustion engine.
The newest e-models have a reach of more than 500 km
per charge. Even if the reach depends of the usage and
could be less, the reach is a valid one for everyday use.
A factor could be, for example, the energy used for
heating the car as the e-motor does not generate waste
heat as a combustion engine does.
Apart from the opportunity to charge an e-vehicle over
night at home or during the day at the place of work, a
public charging infrastructure is of great importance. The
newest generation of charging stations enables charging
of vehicles for 300 km reach in less than 15 minutes.
A motor for the environment
The origin and the development of the charging energy
are pivotal: Germany has generated approx. 30 % of
its energy from sustainable energies during the past
year – and rising. The German government’s goal is
to increase the portion to 80 %. For comparison: the
government program regarding e-mobility aspires to
6 million e-vehicles by the year 2030. Estimates say
that the energy needed would be less than 2 % of the
overall energy needed. The highlight: e-vehicles
would not only be using electric energy, but would
communicate in an energy network. They then would
be able to actively feed it into the net based on an
intelligent management.
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A number of frameworks need to be created so
that e-vehicles have their breakthrough moment.
However, the major challenge is the e-vehicle’s reach,
which depends on the battery technology and the
efficiency of the integrated power unit components.
Mitsubishi Electric’s semiconductors are part of this.
The OEMs are trusting the company inherently.
Mitsubishi Electric will continue its research in these
areas. The company is proud of our 60 years of
know-how in the semiconductor segment. They have
invested for 60 years in research and development
and will continue to do so – and to assert their
position as the global No. 1 with regard to
high-performance semiconductor modules in the
future as well.
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crucial importance for Mitsubishi Electric to contribute
to the overall concept of e-mobility, so that the value
chain from generating sustainable energies via the
energy transport up to the charging infrastructure works
reliably and can be extended. They are cognizant of one
fact: The automotive world and the energy landscape are
facing a transformation. Hence, the company will actively
shape this together with its customers. According to the
company’s motto of “Changes for the Better”.

If you would like to know more how
Mitsubishi Electric can support you:
www.MitsubishiElectric.de

